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Abstract

There is converging evidence that distinct neuronal processes leave distinguishable foot-

prints in the laminar BOLD response. However, even though the achievable spatial resolu-

tion in functional MRI has much improved over the years, it is still challenging to separate

signals arising from different cortical layers. In this work, we propose a new method to

extract laminar signals. We use a spatial General Linear Model in combination with the equi-

volume principle of cortical layers to unmix laminar signals instead of interpolating through

and integrating over a cortical area: thus reducing partial volume effects. Not only do we pro-

vide a mathematical framework for extracting laminar signals with a spatial GLM, we also

illustrate that the best case scenarios of existing methods can be seen as special cases

within the same framework. By means of simulation, we show that this approach has a

sharper point spread function, providing better signal localisation. We further assess the

partial volume contamination in cortical profiles from high resolution human ex vivo and in

vivo structural data, and provide a full account of the benefits and potential caveats. We

eschew here any attempt to validate the spatial GLM on the basis of fMRI data as a gener-

ally accepted ground-truth pattern of laminar activation does not currently exist. This

approach is flexible in terms of the number of layers and their respective thickness, and nat-

urally integrates spatial regularisation along the cortex, while preserving laminar specificity.

Care must be taken, however, as this procedure of unmixing is susceptible to sources of

noise in the data or inaccuracies in the laminar segmentation.

1 Introduction

With functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) neuronal activity in the brain is mea-

sured indirectly via the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) response. With the emer-

gence of higher static magnetic fields, more powerful acquisition sequences and better analysis

tools, the location of the activation can be pinpointed more precisely. The attainable spatial

resolution can be so high that voxels are smaller than the thickness of the cerebral cortex.

These improvements have made it possible to investigate specific cortical layers with fMRI.
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Typically the human cerebral cortex consists of six cytoarchitectonic layers [1]. Layer IV is

commonly associated with receiving feedforward input from Layer III from lower cortical

areas or from the thalamus [2], while Layers II-III and VI are implicated in receiving down-

ward information flow (feedback) [3], which often originates from layer V. Layer I is thin and

sparsely populated with neurons and will probably remain elusive to laminar fMRI.

It is clear that there may be a lot of information about laminar processing in fMRI mea-

sures. The BOLD signal has convincingly been shown to have a laminar origins in the rat

motor- and somatosensory cortices [4]. Further tight spatial coupling has been demonstrated

of blood flow and dilation of arterioles of layer II/III and orientation tuning in the cat visual

cortex [5]. And in line with previous depth-dependent electrode recordings, the BOLD

response that uniquely reflects trial by trial variance in the alpha and gamma bands was

recently shown to be consistent with infra- and supra-granular origins of these oscillations [6].

While the details of the neurovascular coupling are still unknown [7], the cortical BOLD

response has been modelled as a function of depth and could potentially even be deconvolved

to get a better estimate of the origin of cortical activation [8]. The work of Scheeringa et al.

suggests that the laminar BOLD response as measured in humans (e.g., [9–12]) contains dis-

tinguishable laminar responses. Recent advances in vascular space occupancy (VASO) tech-

niques have shown cerebral blood volume (CBV) measurements to be laminarly specific as

well [13]. If this is indeed the case, laminar fMRI could give us the means of measuring direc-

tional communication between brain regions. For this reason, extracting reliable and mean-

ingful layer specific time courses in humans has been recognised as essential to get a better

understanding of the nature of computations that are performed by the brain [14, 15].

Also from a neuroanatomical perspective, the cyto- and myeloarchitectonic layers play a

central role, but they have classically been examined through invasive histology. Developments

in MRI have allowed more detailed non-invasive investigation of the cortical anatomy [16].

This has further been related to functional studies [9, 17], allowed for more detailed anatomical

parcellations [18, 19], and may even be linked to developmental changes [20]. Ultimately,

detailed laminar anatomical investigations may yield biomarkers for pathological markers

[16].

Hitherto little attention has been paid to the question of how to extract laminar signals

from high spatial resolution fMRI data. Voxels are sometimes manually classified to be part of

layers at different cortical depths (e.g., [11, 21, 22]). Other attempts included drawing lines per-

pendicular to the surface and interpolating the volume, either manually [9], or using a cortical

mesh reconstruction (e.g., [10, 23, 24]). The variation in the distribution of the histological lay-

ers over cortical depth in gyri and sulci was identified as a challenge for laminar fMRI [25].

This is why several studies chose to analyse straight pieces of cortex only [9, 22, 24]. The way

that the layer thickness varies over the cortex relates to the curvature and was found to behave

according to an equivolume principle [26, 27], which can be modelled by means of a level set

framework [28], or equivalently with a surface based sampling algorithm [29].

Even if the cytoarchitectonic layer topography was known throughout the cortex, it would

still be challenging to extract laminar signals. As the fMRI data will generally consist of cubic

voxels, these voxels will almost certainly contain signal from several layers. Any kind of inter-

polation will lead to contamination from neighbouring layers. This effect is reduced with

higher resolution, but the contamination effect in relation to the spatial resolution has never

been quantified. The term ‘laminar resolution’ [30, 31] has been used to roughly mean sub-

millimetre resolution. While it is certainly improbable to get laminar specific results at lower

resolutions, the one millimetre threshold is arbitrary. Given that the cortex is on average 3

millimetres thick [32, 33], the resolution requirements may well change dependent on the cor-

tical area considered and the layers of interest.

Laminar signal extraction over extended cortical areas by means of a spatial GLM
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Here we propose a method to reliably extract time courses from a cortical area by using the

framework of the General Linear Model (GLM). This offers a potential solution to the partial

volume problem, for the situation in which a common laminar signal can be assumed over a

number of voxels that is large compared to the number of layers. Instead of interpolating and

integrating, we propose to decompose the layer signals by means of a spatial GLM. While in

the limit of infinitesimal voxel volume all methods should yield the same result, our method

aims to retrieve more accurate results at coarser resolutions. An added benefit is that the math-

ematical assumptions underlying the GLM are known and their validity may be tested within a

data set. This work has previously been presented in abstract form [34]. A similar suggestion

for a laminar mixture model was presented in abstract form by Polimeni et al. [35].

Herein we describe the theory and implementation of the spatial GLM. We explain in detail

the pipeline for laminar data processing and the extraction of the laminar profile. In order to

test the power of the spatial GLM, we employed a simple simulation to generate a curved

model cortex which satisfies the equivolume principle. This allowed us to set a gold standard

on which we could test our method and compare it with other laminar signal extraction meth-

ods. In addition, we validated our method using high resolution structural data in order to

show that we could obtain a profile that preserves underlying anatomical structures. Lastly, we

tested whether we could extract robust profiles across grey matter from structural scans. We

anticipate that the main use of the spatial GLM will be in the extraction of functional time

courses, and have already utilised this technique to detect layer specific feedback signals in

human primary visual cortex [12, 36]. In their respective supplementary materials, compari-

sons can be found with existing methods. In the current work our emphasis is on giving a full

description of this technique, and validating it in situations where a known ground truth can

be postulated. We eschew here any attempt to validate the spatial GLM on the basis of fMRI

data as a generally accepted ground-truth pattern of laminar activation does not currently

exist.

2 Theory

2.1 GLM

The framework of the General Linear Model (GLM) is routinely used in fMRI for fitting voxel

time courses to a temporal model [37]. The GLM framework can also be used spatially, as illus-

trated for example by a dual regression [38]. Here we propose to use a spatial GLM where an n
× k design matrix X represents the layer volume distribution, i.e. the distribution of the k layers

over the n voxels within a region of interest. Every row of X gives the distribution of a given

voxel volume over the layers and every column (regressor) represents the volume of the corre-

sponding layer across voxels. It is assumed that, within a region of interest, the layer signal is

uniform. The regression of the voxel signals against the design matrix yields the layer signal.

The crucial difference with the current cortical layer and profile modelling methods is that the

GLM decomposes the voxel signals into the respective layer signals. In contrast, interpolation

does not make an attempt at unmixing the signal and will be subject to partial volume contam-

ination that will result in signal leakage between neighbouring layers.

For any chosen voxel grid, the design matrix X should be derived from the location of the

layers. These layers are not necessarily identical to architectonic layers, but instead reflective of

a measure for cortical depth. In general the layer depths are not precisely known. In the pres-

ent work we estimate the layer distribution, and hence the spatial design matrix, using the level

set method [27], explicitly described in section 2.2. Layer boundaries constructed with this

method can be viewed as snapshots of a surface moving smoothly from the white matter

boundary to the pial boundary. Since it is assumed that the underlying laminar signal is

Laminar signal extraction over extended cortical areas by means of a spatial GLM
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constant throughout a region of interest (ROI), the voxel signals of the ROI can be regressed

against this design matrix, yielding the estimated laminar signals from the ROI.

A general linear model with a number of voxels n and number of time points m can be

described as:

Y ¼ XBþ �; ð1Þ

where, Y, size [n ×m], represents a multivariate distribution that is being modelled by X, size

[n × k], the laminar design matrix with k layers. The model is fit in order to obtain estimates B̂,

size [k ×m], and these estimates are chosen such, that the error term � is minimised. The col-

umns in X (regressors) essentially represent the (fractional) presence of respective layer over

all voxels. Note that a standard fMRI temporal regression would estimate YT instead of Y, such

that X represents temporal regressors instead of spatial regressors.

For example an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation can be used for minimisation.

This problem has a unique solution as long as X contains more rows (number of voxels) than

columns (number of layers) and as long X is not rank deficient. X could be rank deficient

when not every layer is represented in the design, or when the distribution of one layer is a

linear combination of the others. The latter is highly unlikely but could occur when a high

number of layers is computed and neighbouring layers occupy the same space, resulting in a

collinear system. However, the matrix becomes increasingly ill-conditioned when the number

of layers exceeds the number of voxels over the cortical thickness.

It should be noted that the mathematical framework of the GLM comes with (strong)

assumptions. Each measurement is assumed to be independent and counts as a degree of

freedom. The interpretation for MRI is that the intensity of a voxel should not be predictable

based on observing its neighbours. This assumption is clearly violated in (f)MRI data, and as

a result, the degrees of freedom (DoF) of the system will be overestimated. As a direct conse-

quence, the standard error is underestimated giving erroneously small confidence intervals.

We hence do not report or show single subject error estimates. Additionally, the mathematical

framework assumes a linear mixture of an uniform effect (i.e. same layer intensity over space).

This may pose severe problems in the presence of a bias field, intensity fluctuations across a

layer, or structural variations such as cortical veins. Smart vein removal may hence be neces-

sary for laminar fMRI [9, 39], before a spatial GLM is applied. Lastly, voxelwise errors should

follow a specified distribution: Gaussian in case of General Linear Model, but in reality poten-

tially following a different distribution (Rician, [40], or more complex when using parallel

imaging techniques).

A variety of estimation methods can be used to solve this system of equations. While a sim-

ple way of obtaining layer intensities is an OLS estimation, it estimates B̂ based on an l2-norm.

Other regularisation techniques may be employed to improve the estimation. This can be done

by either imposing constraints on the outcome, or by introducing prior knowledge. The first

can be achieved by including entropy measures in the estimation such as a smoothness con-

straint (λkrBk0) or sparseness constraint (kBk0). However, these techniques bias the result in

a certain direction. As this is undesirable for subsequent analyses, we do not further discuss

them in this paper. A way of introducing prior knowledge into the estimation is by making

assumptions about the covariance structure of the noise. OLS assumes that the voxelwise

errors � are independent, normally distributed with mean zero, and have constant variance:

�* N(0, σ2I). If a more general covariance matrix is assumed, �* N(0, O), estimation can be

performed by Generalised Least Squares (GLS):

B̂ ¼ ðXTΩ� 1XÞ� 1XTΩ� 1Y: ð2Þ

Laminar signal extraction over extended cortical areas by means of a spatial GLM
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This requires an explicit description of the covariance matrix Ω. We propose to model this as a

Gaussian as a function of the relative distance between voxels. The covariance is one when the

distance is equal to zero, leading to a unity diagonal in Ω, and decreases rapidly for more dis-

tant voxels.

Oi;j ¼
1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p exp

k~ri � ~rjk
2

2s2

 !

;

and s ¼
Lc

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2
p :

ð3Þ

Here k~ri � ~rjk is the distance between voxel i and j. The standard deviation of the spatial

Gaussian is σ. We here explore the impact of different correlation lengths, Lc, defined as the

FWHM for a Gaussian noise correlation. However, it would be possible to replace it with

covariance matrices of different forms, e.g. the spatial point spread function of an EPI read-

out.

2.2 Layer localisation

The most laborious part of the spatial regression is the construction of the layer volume distri-

bution that acts as a design matrix. We used an in-house implementation of the level set

method, originally proposed by [27].

Level set surfaces are a way to represent and manipulate surfaces in volumetric space. One

way to obtain level sets is based on the signed distance function (SDF). This is the distance of

a point to a given closed surface, for points enclosed by the surface the SDF is negative, for

points outside the surface it is positive. Points with equal SDF define a surface in volume

space. For such surfaces a mesh representation can be obtained that consists of vertices, edges

and face, by means of a meshing algorithm (e.g. marching cubes [41]). The advantage of the

SDF is that all computations can be performed in the same volume space as an MRI image.

Lamination of the cortex can thus be represented in volume space. It is assumed that each lam-

inar surface has a constant SDF. The level set is the set of corresponding SDF values, labelling

regularly sampled layers between the white matter surface and the pial surface [27].

The way we calculated the cortical lamination differs slightly from Waehnert et al’s method

[27]. Rather than computing the curvature at the surface, we compute it in each voxel based on

the divergence of the Laplacian vector field. We consider vectors oriented along the direction

of Laplacian streamlines from the white matter to the pial surface [42]. Based on the solution

of the Laplace equation, we compute the gradient in the Fourier domain together with a Tukey

window. This acts as a low-pass filter, such that the mesh representation is sufficiently smooth

to calculate the mean curvature (half the surface divergence of the normal). As a result we can

define a local curvature at each point of the cortex, which is then used to construct an equivo-

lume level set of the different layers by means of the formula as given in Kleinnijenhuis et al.

[29].

Having obtained the layer locations, the distribution of layers over voxels needs to be com-

puted in order to create the layer volume distribution. This could be done by directly using a

partial volume distribution as proposed by Koopmans et al. [23]: the average projection of a

cube onto a line, for all possible orientations. Whereas Koopmans et al. [23] use it passively

to estimate an effective resolution of a volume, it can be used actively to compute volumetric

occupation of individual layers. This is directly represented by the integral of the partial vol-

ume distribution., where the integration limits are the distances provided by the level set. This

can be made even more precise by taking into account the orientation of the voxel with respect

Laminar signal extraction over extended cortical areas by means of a spatial GLM
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to the cortex, instead of using the average of all possible orientations. Consider a voxel to be

occupying a cubic space, that is intersected by a plane (the cortex) with normal~n ¼ ðnx; ny; nzÞ

at distance t. The intersection area of the cube and the plane can then be calculated, for which

an algorithm is described in Appendix A in S1 File. From this, also the volumetric occupation

of a layer over a voxel can readily be computed. This process is illustrated in Fig 1.

This procedure easily generalises to multiple layers being present in a single voxel, as it cor-

responds to an intersection with multiple planes. The volumes for the respective layers are

hence given by the integral of the intersection area from one plane to the next. The gradient

estimate is voxel specific rather than layer specific (i.e. planes are assumed to be parallel) and

the same intersection function is used. This is accurate as long as the voxel length is sufficiently

small compared to the radius of curvature.

2.3 The laminar time course

Once the layer volume distribution is constructed, it can be applied to MRI data. For all given

voxels within a region of interest, the voxel signal values represent our measurement data Y.

The rows of the design matrix X give the fractions of the voxel volumes ascribed to the corre-

sponding layer by the layer volume distribution. The layer estimates B̂ can be obtained by

regression of Y against X, given covariance matrix Ω. In order to obtain a laminar time course

from an ROI in fMRI time series, the regression can be performed sequentially for that ROI.

Note that the unmixing matrix is independent of the temporal signal, so the regressor calcula-

tion needs only to be performed once.

2.4 Similarity to existing methods

Hitherto, two main methods of extracting laminar time courses have been used. In the first

one, the cortical surface is represented by two triangular meshes, the white matter surface and

Fig 1. The plane of arbitrary normal~n (here~n ¼ ðnx;ny; nzÞ ¼ ð0:841; 0:480; 0:249Þ) divides a unit voxel in two

parts (red dashed line). As the plane moves in the direction of its the normal, the area of intersection varies, as

indicated by the blue curve. The volume within the voxel on the left side of the plane is indicated by the cumulative

volume and represented by the purple curve.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g001
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the pial surface. A laminar profile is then obtained by drawing lines from points (vertices) on

one surface to the other. The volume projected onto these lines gives a cortical profile. In com-

puting this projection, the volume has to be sampled by means of some interpolation method.

This approach has been used in a number of implementations [10, 23, 24]. The second method

is a classification of each voxel to be in a given layer based on the single most likely layer per

voxel. The signal is subsequently averaged over the region of interest [11, 21, 22]. Interestingly,

all methods can be seen in the light of the same mathematical framework.

Interpolating a volume at different cortical depths across a part of the cortex effectively

creates a weighting for all voxels with respect to the layers. The weighting in this procedure is

based on a limited set of vertices that form the mesh. While it is not guaranteed that all voxels

in the region of interest are equally represented, one could likely assume that in the limit of an

infinite number of lines the result would be similar to our laminar design matrix X. The way

in which the average is taken for all lines is then equivalent to a multiplication with the data,

normalised with respect to the number of voxels:

B̂ interpolation ¼ XT � Y=N: ð4Þ

Here B̂, X, and Y are respectively the estimated layer signals, the weighting matrix, and the

voxel signals and have the same dimensions as in Eq 1. N is the number of voxels. We argue

that such multiplication with our constructed design matrix is the best-case scenario of perfor-

mance of the interpolation method.

Classification of voxels is a more direct attempt to obtain a layer volume distribution, with

the property that all entries are binary, with exactly a single 1 in each row. Hence, by definition,

the columns are orthogonal, and the average of the multiplication of an orthogonal design and

the data is identical to regression of the data onto the same design. Therefore, classification

can be viewed as a form of regression, but with a simplified design matrix.

In the limit of infinite resolution, each voxel would fall into exactly one layer and it can

readily be seen that all methods would be rendered equivalent. A similar scenario presents

itself when the cortex is exactly aligned with the layering and each voxel falls into precisely one

layer. The aforementioned methods have been implemented in a variety of ways. Hence, the

benefit of their descriptions in a consistent framework allows for easy comparison throughout

the rest of this paper.

3 Methods

The performance of our layer extraction method is assessed by means of three experiments.

First, we test the principles of the method on a simulated cortex. The model cortex has physio-

logically acceptable folding parameters and its layering satisfies equivolume conditions. An OLS

estimation is used, as there is no (un)correlated noise added to the system. Secondly, to get a

detailed understanding of the behaviour of the spatial GLM with a high number of layers, we

used high resolution (post mortem) data from the primary visual cortex (V1). V1 shows a partic-

ularly strong layer structure due to the highly myelinated layer IVc (stripe of Gennari), such that

the comparative performance of the methods could be easily evaluated. Thirdly, as the method

is likely to be used on human in vivo data, we subsequently assessed anatomical profiles for 11

subjects. We give a detailed account of the influence of the extracted number of layers and we

investigate the performance of different FWHMs that can be used for a GLS estimation. All

layerings were performed on upsampled data of twice the resolution. As previously described,

the best-case scenarios of the other two methods can be easily characterised in the same theoreti-

cal framework as our proposed method. Hence, in order to make the cleanest comparison

between methods, all extraction methods start from the same layer volume distribution.

Laminar signal extraction over extended cortical areas by means of a spatial GLM
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• The GLM method: The layer volume distribution is used as design matrix and regressed

against the voxel signals.

• The interpolation method: the same design is used, but normalised (division of each element

by the sum of its column) and multiplied with the data instead of regressed.

• The classification method: a regression is used, but the layer presence in the design is redis-

tributed per voxel in a winner-takes-all manner.

Ethics statements

This study was approved by the DCCN CMO 2014/288 (Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuro-

imaging, Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek). All participants provided written informed

consent in accordance with its guidelines.

3.1 Model cortex

In order to most cleanly compare the different methods, we established a gold standard for

cortex layering. We simulated a cortex as a spring-mass system, capturing the key properties of

the cortex. Most importantly, as mentioned above, the cytoarchitectonic layers of the cortex

approximately conserve volume ratio over sulci and gyri, which has become known as Bok’s

principle [26, 27] and is implemented in CBS Tools [43]. The intention of the simulation was

to generate a layered model cortex that is consistent with the underlying assumptions of the

layer extraction methods, rather than to generate a fully physiologically plausible model of the

cortex. The equivolume principle leads to the best description of cytoarchitectonic layering

available to date, but still does not precisely capture the layer locations [44].

Six initially equi-distant layers were generated in a two-dimensional piece of cortex that

was positively and negatively curved, to simulate gyri and sulci respectively. Note that these

layers are not intended to be equivalent to cytoarchitectonic layers. The layers started out with

unequal volumes but were allowed to evolve until the volumes of all layers were equal, up to a

precision of three orders of magnitude smaller than their size. This is illustrated in Fig 2. A

detailed description of the simulation is outlined in Appendix B in S1 File. An interesting fea-

ture of the simulation is that the white matter surface in the gyral crown is slightly deformed.

We expect this not to pertain a physical phenomenon, but instead to be a result of the fact that

no white matter was simulated to pull the surface into a smooth shape.

The two-dimensional simulation was first rotated to break alignment with the voxel grid.

Next, it was extruded to the third dimension, and resampled to a 643 voxel grid. The simula-

tion covered approximately one voxel per layer. With six layers and an approximate cortical

thickness of 3.0 mm [32, 33], the volume mimicks a resolution of [0.5 mm]3. The outer bound-

aries from the simulation, corresponding to the white matter and pial surfaces, were taken as

input for the layering methods. The cortex was divided into six layers and the layering was per-

formed on upsampled data, a factor 2 in each dimension. Treating the simulated layers as a

gold standard, the signal leakage between layers can be determined in terms of a spatial point

spread function (PSF). This describes the percentage of signal that is found in the true layer as

opposed to the neighbouring layers. In the ideal scenario this has the shape of a delta function.

The PSF of all methodologies is determined by simulating volumes in which one layer is given

the value one; the remainder are set to zero. The extent to which this single layer signal can be

retrieved in the correct layer is represented as a PSF. This analysis was performed on a small

part of the simulated cortex (ROI shown in Fig 3) such that positively and negatively curved

regions were equally represented. In order to investigate the effect of spatial resolution on the

PSF, the simulated data of [0.5mm]3 resolution was downsampled to [1.0 mm]3. The same
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boundaries and the same layering methods and signal extraction procedures were used. No

noise was added to the data, so likewise, we did not model any noise covariance in the regres-

sion equation and used the ordinary least squares solution.

3.2 Post-mortem data

In order to assess the performance of the layer extraction method, we examined a high-resolu-

tion post-mortem sample of the visual cortex (V1) of [0.1 mm]3 isotropic resolution. The

Fig 3. An equi-volume simulation of a cortex with six layers. The layers were resampled to a cubic voxel raster of

[0.5mm]3 resolution (shown here) and was later downsampled to [1.0 mm]3. Hence, each voxels contains a mixture of

signal from different layers (illustrated by means of colours).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g003

Fig 2. From an initially equidistant mesh, on the left, we let the points on the mesh rearrange itself in an equivolume manner. The area of a single quadrilateral is

indicated by its colour. The resulting mesh, on the right, is rearranged such that all quadrilaterals had unit area (±10−3). Note that as a result, the layers start varying in

thickness in the inner and outer bends.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g002
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thickness of this particular region was measured to be between 2 mm and 3 mm. The full

experimental setup has been described by Kleinnijenhuis et al. [45]. Briefly, prior to MR

imaging, samples were fixed (>2 months), soaked in phosphate buffered saline (>72h) and

mounted in a syringe with proton-free liquid (~24h). An MGE (multiple gradient-echo)

sequence was used with parameters: TR = 3.2 s; 7 echoes; TE1 = 3.9 ms; echo spacing = 5 ms;

matrix = 250x180; FOV = 25x18 mm; TA = 612 s. The echoes were averaged and bias field

corrected.

The aim was to extract anatomically accurate profiles including the stria of Gennari, a mye-

linated band of nerve fibres running parallel to the surface that is clearly visible in the image.

We wanted to investigate the comparative performance of all methods in a real human cortex,

but on clean high resolution data. This way, there was a clear image of the true profile, and suf-

ficient detail that should be revealed in the extracted profile. We classified the grey matter by

means of thresholding and manually adapted it to ensure accuracy over the entire region of

interest. The pial surface and the white matter surface were created based on these segmenta-

tions. From these boundaries, the level set was computed and the layering was performed with

20 equivolume layers. Three regions of interest were taken, shown in the Results. They varied

in curvature and respectively contained 1757, 924, and 1246 voxels and were 2.07 mm, 2.09

mm, and 1.97 mm thick, so this is equivalent to one layer per voxel. The results were qualita-

tively compared.

3.3 In vivo data

Lastly, the method was applied to extract profiles from in-vivo data. We examined the cortical

profile of the calcarine sulcus in 11 subjects from a T1-weighted MP2RAGE, acquired with a

Siemens 7T scanner, with an isotropic resolution of 1.03 mm3, TR/TE/TI1/TI2 = 5000ms/

1.89ms/900ms/3200ms, of the calcarine sulcus. All participants provided written informed

consent in accordance with the guidelines of the DCCN CMO 2014/288, the local ethics com-

mittee. The MP2RAGE was chosen for its homogeneous contrast and sharp transition from

white to grey matter, such that the leakage effect to neighbouring layers could be investigated.

All scans were processed by FreeSurfer [46] by means of recon-all and the boundaries

generated were used in our layer pipeline. We investigated the effect of number of layers by

segmenting the volume into 2, 4, 6, and 8 layers. Additionally, we wanted to test the assump-

tion of correlated noise that we proposed in order to use generalised least squares. We com-

pared four different FWHMs for the noise covariance, 0, 1, 2, and 3 mm, where the 0 mm

effectively reduces to an ordinary least squares solution. The region of interest was a small por-

tion of the V1 label from the Destrieux atlas that is automatically generated by FreeSurfer [47].

It was trimmed to a small part around the calcarine sulcus, because a fundamental assumption

of the GLM is that the layer signal estimates are identical across the entire cortex. This cannot

be guaranteed over large patches of cortex, especially because it is known that the myelination

throughout the visual cortex is variable, e.g. higher around the calcarine sulcus [48]. The num-

ber of voxels in the ROI was 2009 ± 494 (μ ± σ) and the average thickness was 3.4 mm ± 0.3

mm (μ ± σ). An example for a representative subject is shown in Fig 4. The profiles were

extracted on the same volume on which the segmentation and cortical reconstruction were

performed, so there was no need for image registration.

Analysis code and data

All source code for the spatial GLM is freely available at https://github.com/TimVanMourik/

OpenFmriAnalysis under the GPL 3.0 license. The respective modules are also available in

Porcupine https://timvanmourik.github.io/Porcupine, a visual pipeline tool that automatically
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creates custom analysis scripts [49]. All code to generate the images in this paper are available

at the Donders Repository http://hdl.handle.net/11633/di.dccn.DSC_3015016.05_733.

4 Results

We here show the results of a cortical layering on simulated data, human ex vivo data, and

human in vivo data. We compare the extracted laminar signals for three different methods, the

GLM, interpolation, and classification approach.

4.1 Model cortex

The three different layer extraction methods were first applied to the modelled cortex, in order

to estimate a point spread function of the method in ideal circumstances. The layer profiles of

all layers were aligned and averaged and are shown in Fig 5 for both resolutions ([0.5 mm]3

and ([1.0 mm]3). The full unaveraged point spread functions are also shown in Supplementary

material in matrix form. The ideal PSF is a single peak of height one at the origin with no leak-

age to neighbouring layers.

For the 0.5 mm resolution volume (i.e. one layer per voxel), the peak of the distribution for

the GLM reaches 92,5%, which is considerably higher than the 75.4% for the classification

approach and 68,7% for the interpolation approach. This means that the latter two approaches

respectively lose approximately a quarter and a third of the signal to neighbouring layers,

as opposed to a only 7.5% in the GLM approach. For all methods, the leakage is close to

Fig 4. The layering (rainbow colours) and the region of interest (pink) for a representative subject. A small portion of an anatomically defined V1

region was taken in order to investigate the cortical profile in the region.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g004
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symmetrical. The small remaining asymmetries are likely to be related to a small imbalance in

proportion of voxels with a positive and negative curvature.

Also for the 1.0 mm scenario, the PSF for the GLM approach is considerably sharper. The

GLM approach peaks with 92.4%, the classification approach with 56.9%, and the interpolation

approach with 49.0%. As expected, the PSFs for the interpolation and classification approach

are less sharp for coarser resolutions. Surprisingly, the GLM approach peaks higher, but this

comes at a cost: several undershoots are visible in a sinc-like oscillating pattern. Effectively,

this artificially boosts the peak signal by ‘stealing’ it from other layers. The spatial design matrix

is more ill-conditioned as the number of layers is double the number of voxels over the thick-

ness of the cortex.

The same analysis was repeated without including the gradient estimate in the layering, and

instead using a cubic polynomial approximation for the partial volume kernel [23]. The result-

ing PSFs were identical up to 2% margin, showing that incorporating this extra type of prior

knowledge has merely marginal effects on the outcome.

4.2 High resolution data

The extracted profile of the high resolution data is shown in Fig 6, together with an image of

the data in which the region of interest is delineated. The structure of the cortex is clearly visi-

ble in the extracted profiles. It shows the intensity difference around the stria of Gennari.

Additionally, towards the pial surface there is a drop in intensity of which the anatomical ori-

gin is unknown. Also note the sharp transition at the pial boundary, quickly dropping to

almost zero. The average profiles look like accurate reflections of the ROI, but all methods per-

forms roughly the same. It should be noted, however, that in all regions the GLM shows some

oscillating behaviour which is likely to be artifactual to the method. This can easily be related

to the sinc-like point spread function that was computed in the simulation. This effectively

represents a kernel that is convolved with the true profile and thus shows the same oscillatory

behaviour, much related to Gibbs ringing [50]. In particular, the artifacts proliferate at the

edges of the cortex, as they scale as a function of the differences between neighbouring layers.

4.3 MP2RAGE data

The cortical profiles of the primary visual cortex for 11 subjects is shown for a variety of meth-

ods in Fig 7. First, the three main methods were compared based on the average over subjects.

Fig 5. The performance of the three different approaches of obtaining layer signal, represented as a point spread

function (PSF) obtained on simulated data. An ideal PSF would be an unit peak at the origin. The results are shown

for approximate resolutions of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm, on the left and right respectively. The GLM approach has a

sharper PSF and is able to retrieve more signal, but potentially at the cost of a small undershoot in neighbouring layers.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g005
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Fig 6. The layering, the regions of interest, and the extracted cortical profiles for three regions. While all three methods perform almost identically, there are small

oscillations present in the profiles as produced by the GLM. Especially in the top layer, the peak is potentially mistakenly higher than both other methods suggest.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g006
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The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The classification and interpolation

approach both show smooth monotonically decreasing profiles for any number of layers. In all

case, the GLM method estimates the WM signal to be higher and the CSF signal to be lower

than both other methods. This could reflect a lower partial volume leakage to neighbouring

layers, but may be indistinguishable from an edge enhancing artifact similar to the ones visible

in the previous results. Without a gold standard, this cannot be assessed. In contrast to the two

other methods, the GLM starts showing oscillating behaviour when the cortex is divided into

more layers. In particular, the artifacts seem to increase dramatically when the number of

layers is higher than the number of voxels. While the average over subjects is still relatively

smooth, the increasing standard errors already suggests higher subject specific differences.

This is especially visible in the subject specific profiles (second row of Fig 7). The highly fluctu-

ating individual profiles for 8 cortical layers is unlikely to reflect any true underlying anatomi-

cal variation. In general, no method seems to be able to extract anatomical details, such as the

stripe of Gennari. Anecdotally, the stripe is visible in some subjects, but it does not survive

the anatomical variation in combination with the sensitivity limitations of the layer extraction

pipeline.

Lastly, we investigated the assumption of correlated noise in the volume. We varied the

correlation length of an assumed Gaussian noise correlation, performed a generalised least

squares regression, and investigated the average profiles. For Lc = 0 mm, the solution reduces

to an ordinary least squares problem. It can be observed that for a small correlation length (1

mm), there is only a marginal difference with no correlated noise at all. With a larger correla-

tion length (2 mm), all profiles become somewhat smoother, but for larger values (3 mm)

results start to wildly fluctuate to the extent that they are uninterpretable. It can therefore be

concluded that GLS should only be used with extreme care, and that the results with the tested

covariance matrices show marginal improvements at best over OLS.

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we propose a new method to reduce the inherent blurring of laminar profiles

of current methods. Instead of interpolating a volume and averaging over a region of interest,

we propose to unmix the laminar signals by using a spatial General Linear Model (GLM). In

order to further reduce partial volume contamination we propose using the orientation of the

voxel with respect to the cortex to better model the layer contributions to each voxel. While

this provides an additional type of prior knowledge to incorporate into the layer estimation,

the improvements on the layer estimates are marginal. We compute a spatial Point Spread

Function (PSF) of existing cortical signal extraction methods on simulated data and explore

the benefits and caveats of the spatial GLM when it is performed on human structural MRI

data. On simulated data, we show that the GLM clearly outperforms existing methods, espe-

cially on a coarser resolution. However, it may be more sensitive to the imperfections of real

human MRI data and result in artifacts in the extracted profile, mainly when a high number

of layers is used. An initial version of this method has been applied to functional data by Kok

et al. [12] and in Van Mourik et al (2018, in prep [36]).

The framework of the GLM is a well described mathematical tool and many principles

transfer directly to our proposed spatial application. The core assumption of the GLM (as

well as of existing methods) is that the laminar signals across every layer within the ROI are

assumed to be constant. This means that any bias field that stretches through the region of

interest may be detrimental to the results. As a point of further research, it may be worth to

explore the addition of bias terms to accommodate violations of this assumption, but this was

not part of current investigation. Another important assumption is the normality of errors,
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Fig 7. The obtained profiles for a small piece of the primary visual cortex, based on 11 subjects, for a varying number of layers (columns). In the first row, the three

different methods are compared. The second row shows the individual profiles for the GLM method, showing that the solution becomes unstable when higher numbers

of layers are used. In the bottom row, different correlation lenghts are tested in a generalised least squares solution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212493.g007
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either uncorrelated in an ordinary least squares estimation, but potentially correlated for a

generalised least squares estimation. This normality is not guaranteed (and sometimes not

even expected) in a laminar GLM, due to the many different sources of noise. Apart from ther-

mal noise in the data, important sources can be the presence of e.g. blood vessels that systemat-

ically bias some part of the region of interest. At least as important as noise in the data, is noise

in the model. Whenever the layer specific design matrix does not match the true underlying

structure, (systematic) errors are likely to appear. While the assumed equivolume model for

the cortex is the best description to date, it cannot be assumed to be a flawless description of

the true cortical layering. Additionally, algorithmic implementations by necessity make

numerical approximations that may induce noise as well. Correct layering also depends

on the quality of the cortical reconstructions that may contain errors, especially in regions

where the cortex is thin (i.e. primary visual or somatosensory cortex), highly myelinated (i.e.

primary areas), or regions of reduced signal (e.g. temporal lobe, but highly dependent on

acquisition). Related to this, there is a high co-occurence of neighbouring layers in the same

voxels, which directly translates into a high covariance between neighbouring layer regressors.

In general, covariance between regressors may induce anticorrelations, closely related to the

well known anticorrelations found after global signal regression [51]. It should therefore come

as no surprise that we find the point spread function of the GLM to have sinc-like characteris-

tics and that profiles with many layers (i.e. more heavily correlated regressors) show oscillating

patterns.

It is well known that a temporal design matrix needs to be balanced over conditions. Condi-

tions need to be represented equally in the model, or otherwise the estimation may be biased

towards overrepresented conditions. Similarly, it is important to have a balanced spatial

design. If not, the estimation will be biased towards the overrepresented layer. This has an

immediate practical implication: our implementation allows for differing layer thicknesses,

which can be useful in order to match the cytoarchitectonic layer thickness. But care must be

taken, as this may introduce a bias towards the thicker layers as they contribute more to the

squared error. We do not provide error margins on our retrieved layer estimates, as the num-

ber of degrees of freedom in our data is not equal to the number of voxels. A valuable course

for further research could be a more accurate estimation of the true degrees of freedom in

order to get a better handle on the reliability of the extracted layer profiles. Related to this, it

would be worthwhile to additionally investigate the effect of size of the ROI on the quality of

estimation. This could give users better guidelines of minimum and maximum sizes of the

ROI, and its dependency on e.g. spatial resolution, homogeneity, and other data quality

metrics.

The main caveat of the GLM method is the potential anticorrelation that is artificially

induced in neighbouring layers. This artifact presents itself in space, but also directly translates

into lower temporal correlations between neighbouring layers. As a result, one may easily con-

clude that neighbouring layers are temporally more distinct than is justified. Additionally, this

artifact is amplified when the difference between neighbouring layers is large. Unfortunately

for fMRI, this is mainly at the white matter boundary and the CSF boundary, and consequently

primarily affects the deepest and highest layers. A hypothetical equal activation over the cortex

may thus be amplified to appear like deep and top layer activation. If an odd number of layers

is chosen, effects from both sides may even amplify to push down every second layer. While an

unmixing model alludes to a superresolution potential, we strongly advise against using it as

such. Using more than one layer per voxel may compromise the stability of the extracted sig-

nals. This is also illustrated by initial use in Huber et al. [13] where significant noise enhance-

ment is observed compared to other methods.
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An interesting extension of our proposed spatial GLM could be a more seemless integration

with a temporal GLM, analogous to the commonly performed first and second level analysis.

This spatio-temporal regression is currently performed as a two-stage approach, but could also

be combined in the form of a mixture model. This is more powerful due to reduced propaga-

tion of errors [52] and would directly yield task-specific laminar results. As we here focus on

the validation of the single time point scenario, this is outside the scope of this paper. A differ-

ent line of improvement could be a more bottom-up approach with a forward modelling per-

spective of the same problem: a perspective where hypothesised laminar signals is multiplied

with the layer model and compared to measured data. We here took the top-down approach

by taking an existing mathematical framework, but experienced artifacts in the result as a con-

sequence of the model inversion. Building this up in a different mathematical context may get

around these violations of assumptions and provide a formulation that is closer to the problem

at hand. Integrating a spatial component into a temporal layer specific hemodynamic forward

model [53] could be an interesting starting point. In principle, the spatial GLM separates vox-

els based on relative contributions of different layers. Provided that such relative contributions

could be computed, the spatial GLM could port to areas beyond the cortical grey matter, such

as subcortical structures as the hippocampus.

By aggregating voxels from a region of interest, the spatial GLM trades cortical specificity

for depth information. A major future improvement could be an extension to provide both

depth and layer information at the same time. A potential candidate solution is a sliding win-

dow based method that computes the spatial GLM at different points in space. This may be

enhanced with a distance weighting from the centre point combined and weighted least

squares. Additionally, this could provide a better indication of the localised performance of the

spatial GLM and thereby a valuable topic of research.

Hitherto, a mathematical framework has been lacking which has made it difficult to assess

certainty estimates of laminar signals, which in turn has made it difficult to apply rigorous sta-

tistics. With this work, we hope to provide a contribution to such a framework in the field of

laminar (f)MRI, such that it can be conducted on a more routine basis. The main use of this

technique is envisioned in fMRI, where better layer extraction will allow a closer examination

of layer specific BOLD in functional MRI. This may give new insights regarding feedback and

feedforward connectivity of cortical areas. The spatial GLM poses improvements to dealing

with the partial volume effect and prevents leakage to neighbouring layers. While there are sev-

eral caveats of applying the spatial GLM on real data, we show that the performance on simu-

lated data is far better than existing methods. We thus suggest that the price paid for a higher

accuracy in ideal data is a higher susceptibility to less than ideal data.
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